
Soft forest  
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I have carried these words in my mind all day. Words - human 
words that cannot begin to describe my relationship with Callisia;  
 
learning to live and work with Callisia began with learning to be at 
tree-time - slowing down, being at Earth pace: going for a walk 
without a phone or a watch, sitting down to watch the grass swaying 
in the wind for an hour - or two, collecting herbs and when sorting 
them, doing just that, nothing else, paying attention to the task at 
hand;  
 
on my way back I tread carefully around tarmac-bound roots of trees 
that green these residential suburban London rows; I avoid them if 
possible - as though withdrawing my one light step is any 
consolation for their life-long confinement;   
 
trees in city parks fair no better - the soil around them is so 
compressed from all our human weight their roots struggle to get 
enough air and water; 
 
my fibro-body, muscles aching from walking on soil as hard as 
concrete, intuitively knew this wasn’t right before I could articulate it; 
it seems we share conditioned living bound by the predicament of 
cohabitation on the careless planet; 
  
I catch myself feeling bad for the city trees; feeling for them, my skin 
coming up against the concrete of the city; 
 
with these words in mind, I look at my potted plants and wonder, are 
they not bound, too? Their soil inevitably gets compressed under its 
own weight and water over time, and depleted of nutrients –  
(this is yet another reminder to self to feed my plants);  
 
restricted in their growth to fit the human built spaces easier - the 
shape of most plant pots echos those of our buildings - narrow and 



tall, so that more can fit on the windowsill and take up less space per 
plant, and thus more can be added to any collection -  
 
 - an indoor garden of curiosities; 
 
in the open most trees’ roots grow horizontally taking up width more 
than depth; in captivity, the plants most sensitive parts of the roots – 
their tips, come up against the solid surface of their planter walls, the 
trees roots – against impenetrable soils and underground structures 
for human habitation; no room for growth; 
 
Callisia grows as a community; in the open*, the mother plant puts 
out shoots - not unlike strawberry runners, directly from her stem – 
they head for the soil and establish new roots as soon as they reach a 
suitable spot… only that spot might be impossible for them to reach 
for it’s all tile-wood-plastic-glass in ‘my’ room; during the right 
season, fluffy white roots – each fluff its own cell, appear overnight, 
at a pace almost visible to the naked eye;  in the open, the pups 
remain connected to  their origin plant as they grow into a network of 
many plants together; in captivity, I carefully place a shallow dish of 
soil under each runner and let them root well before cutting away;  
 
and although I care for her to my best ability, this feels like a violence 
– separating her from herself, severing her co-nurturing connections 
to herself; but not to do so, in these conditions, would be a violence of 
another kind;  
 
Callisia Fragrans is a leafy plant endemic to Mexico, now 
domesticated in many parts of the world; her leaves, some say, 
resemble those of corn plants; this comparison make me feel uneasy – 
they may look somewhat like corn leaves, but they are nothing alike; I 
feel as though these words have touched my skin, and this touch 
can’t be undone;  
  
Callisia is life-giving; her leaves are cut and put into a cold place for 
three days; then they are cut up into pieces and placed in a dark glass 
bottle, and filled with alcohol; after some time (around two weeks, 
but the exact time frame is determined by smell), the infusion is 



ready; I rub my tired muscles late in the evening - most evenings… 
some evenings;  
 
She is healing and dangerous; 
 
her leaves contain falvonoids and phytosterols, as well as copper, 
chromium, and iron – a magic  combination; however, if taken 
internally, the extrat can be toxic in large quantatities, and so a 
carefully balanced amount is necessary;   
 
I am life-giving. I provide her with the soil, feed, and water as best as 
possible, and as well as conditions permit - north facing windows 
mean sun-drenched room at sunrise, followed by a full day of shade, 
and so she grows towards that scarce light, becoming leggy. Last 
season’s mother plants; their lower leaves have been cut and only the 
top three or four remain, exaggerating the elongated appearance;  
 
I am healing and dangerous; 
 
she is repotted or moved when her leaves begin to dry indicating a 
lack of nutrients, or water, or too much sunlight; 
 
but then there are times when she is forgotten, not due to a lack of 
care but the need for self-care, rest, a respite from all things form; at 
times the human is so devoted to form that one neglects substance; 
  
What could be more dangerous than to forget? 
  
We are more-than-binary, both are and are not; 
  
There is she, 
  
There is i, 
  
There is no she, 
  
There is no i - 
  
then there is only the relationship  
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One evening, a sat-on pair of glasses followed by cursing at self, 
followed by recalling my grandfather’s advice: ‘never put like this, 
you will sit on them for sure’ - usher me out for an evening walk on 
the Nettlebed Common;  
 
it has been raining;  
 
I follow my nose - layers upon layers of smells from flowery to 
freshly-drenched fallen leaves to mushroomy (but no mushrooms) 
guide me: 
 
rustle, rustle, squelch, squelch, crrrrrrk! 
 
unlike the tough city soils that seem to want to expel any new walker 
- so exhausted they are by our presense already, these soils invite me 
in, sinking my feet with each step, daring me not to make a sound as 
I navigate the young growth ignoring the more established paths; 
 
a dog’s paw print; 
 
a deer’s call;  
 
for a time, and only in a soft place such as this one, the self and the 
fibro pain that otherwise always tags along, are forgotten;  
 
here, 
  
the seedlings are your signposts; 
  
the birds are your time keepers; 
  
and the fallen tree - your balance teacher; 
 
as I balance, I recall my time in the south of Urals - my grandfather’s 
birthplace, the mountain range that appeared in place of an ancient 



coral sea; these mountains rest on stable crustal roots, the forest is old 
growth, soft forest. 
 
/`  
 
Next time you take a walk in the forest – 
I dare you not to make a sound as you walk; 
 
the soil - the skin of the Earth - she aches as we trample, as does my 
fibro skin from any, even a light, touch;  
 
decidous trees can take up to an hour to respond to the  cause of 
distress, while in humans this response is almost immediate; in 
people with fibroyalgia skin tissue contains noticeabbly fewer nerve 
cells than in people without the condition; ironically, our perception 
of touch and pain is times higher than in those with non-fibro skin;  
 
I hurry to remind myself that pain is inevitable, yet suffering is 
optional. Could I learn from trees, as I learn from Callisia?  
 
Our cares for each other are intertwined, we are never not touching. 
 
/` /` /`   
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